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Departmental benefits
Cryoserver can benefit everyone in an organisation.
In a nutshell
Cryoserver was
purchased as a high
level answer to a
need, but has evolved
into a day to day
product. People can’t
lose emails and that
really helps IT
- Gary Hancock
North Warwickshire
Council

Our technology makes life easier for HR; meets the
needs of both legal and compliance; supports IT with all
email related tasks; and has been welcomed by financial
departments across multiple industries as a valuable cost
reduction.
Not only that, but the more departments begin to use
Cryoserver, the more people benefit from real cost and
time savings by bringing an improvement in efficiency.
IT department benefits
Deduplication and compression of email means less storage used

What’s More...
Reduce premium
storage requirements
for email data
moved into the
archive. Archive with
Cryoserver and stop
wasting resources
now!

Reduced end user help requests gives IT more chance to be proactive in
their role
Improved IT security with an additional gateway to your email
No more PST files means no more PST management issues
No plugins make for easy management and implementation
Additional reduction of the mail server storage space using “stubbing”
No IT involvement in HR investigations
Disaster Recovery
Assists migration between mailservers or to Office 365

What’s More...
Cryoserver puts an
end to allegations of
snooping, and allows
for total transparency
within your business
by attaching a
tamper-evident
audit trail to your
archive.

Benefits for Human Resources
Makes eDiscovery fast and easy
No longer need to wait for help with email investigations
Helps your business be compliant with privacy laws
Audit prevents unfair searches or snooping and therefore ensures
compliance with privacy laws
Encourages employees to make a behaviour change for the better
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End User benefits
What’s More...
Set your own
retention period to
adhere to your own
internal policies
& industry. With
Cryoserver you can
keep emails for seven
years, seven decades
or just permanently.
Whatever your
retention period you
always have lightning
fast access.

Powerful and easy to use
Fast mobile access to every email in your archive
Categorically prove communications were or were not sent
Carry out searches without assistance from IT
Never lose another email
Single sign on makes email more convenient
Create automated filing system with saved searches
Quicker access to your emails
Valuable knowledge base tool
Protect your own privacy with total accountability of the data guardians
Delegated email access available
Integration with your own mail client makes Cryoserver easy
Benefits for Legal

What’s More...
With Cryoserver
employee efficiency
takes large strides
forward, thanks to
the instant access to a
bottomless inbox.

Forensic & reliable email capture
Audited access
Role based access
Evidential store fit for the courtroom
Have total faith in the findability of your emails
Reduce risk of exposure
Have all the facts before entering into legal disputes
Marketing, financial & compliance

I’ve never spoken
to an individual
who knew about
Cryoserver and chose
not to utilize it!
Jason Forrest
The Brook Hill School
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For compliance officers Cryoserver validates its records by attaching a
digital finger print to them
For the marketing department Cryoserver makes exporting
comprehensive email lists easy and super-fast
For the finance team Cryoserver allows access to external auditers where
appropriate and recognises cost savings
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